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"Thisv invention relates to linear antenna arrays, and 
more’ particularly to a single linear antenna array‘ of 
the yagi type for, operation at its fundamentalhalf wave‘ 
length resonant dimension‘ and at its corresponding three; 
half‘ wavelength resonant dimension with substantial 
identity of its directional characteristicslf I e e 
A [Present day television broadcasting in the United 
Statesand inanyipar'ts of the world is accomplished on 
two bands, 54-88 mo. and 174-216 mc. ‘ A half-wave 
dipole antenna ‘for ‘television reception,v designed ‘to be 
resonant‘ in the low VHF band and centered at 66 Inc. is 
resonant‘ also at' its ‘three half-‘wave dimension in1 the 
high VHF band centered at] 1:98 mc. The current dis 
tribution curve of a dipole at its half-wave low VHF band 
resonant frequency is ,a vsingle loop with ‘maximum cur-v 
rent at‘ thecenter and zero atv eitherv end of the ‘dipole. 
With a parasitiore?ector an ‘antenna such‘ as the half; 
wave dipole has the familiar dipole radiation pattern in; 
volving a single forward lobe and substantially no back 
wardlobe, ,_ i ’ f“ " 

‘The , urrent distribution curve of the same antenna 
at the threehalf-wave length ‘resonant frequency has three 
half-wave current loops. The center half-wave current 
loop has an oppositerphase directionto the outer half 
wave current, loops’. ‘The phase reversal of the‘ current 
loop of the center half—wave ‘section of the antennaat 
its three-half wave frequency results in a butter?y-shaped 
radiation pattern. " The butter?yEshaped ‘radiation pat~ 
ter-nt'is?very‘ undesirable for television ‘reception because 
the forward lobe is almost cancelled and the maximum 
sensitivityiis' lin't‘wo direetions'each ‘at an angle of ap 
proximately 43 "7 on' either‘ side of "the‘forward direction.‘ 
wane 'thedip'ole is'fthu'sjsatisfactory ‘for the low VHF 
band, such an antenna arrangement is ‘not satisfactory for 
dual ‘band, operation for television reception ‘on both the 
low‘ an'dthe'high vnF‘bands, ' '> t ' 'j " 

._ If thephase of ‘th ' half-wave current distribntionloop 
of, the'p'jcenter half~wavewsection of’ith‘e' three half-wave 
1engiaantenna‘ear-‘beamed to ‘be in phase with ‘the 
current loop, of the outer half-Wave‘ sections, ‘the result-~ 
ing"current distribution curve will'then have three half‘ 
wave current ‘loops'in' ‘the same phase. The radiation 
pattern of the antenna may becorrected in‘this' way, to 
make, itjuseful for unidirectional television reception on‘ 
the ,hig‘h‘IVHFI band e‘a'sfwell fasbn‘the low VHF band.‘ 
Theg'ainffof'the antenna on .ith'e high'band is increased 

‘the; forward lobe ‘of the'hi'gh band radiation'pattern 
sharpened as ifjthree' ‘separate'yhalf-wave ‘antennas are 
lined’ upin collinear "array; ' ‘ ' 1 i‘ I ‘ 

nimbe‘r‘ "f'solutionsj‘to the phase‘ reversal problem 
have‘ been ‘reported in ‘the' literature, "and some karet'in' 
actual‘use. These'isolution‘s‘have'included the ‘connecé 
tion of certain'icomplex"additional high-band resonant 
antennalstructure‘s to they low-band antenna.‘ One‘of 
these involves a'pairof'high-jband dipoles connected in 
parallel ‘with ‘each 'other' and’ out of phase ‘ with the’ low 
hand ‘dipole.l’""The‘ high-band ‘dipoles are a half-wave 
length longiat'thre‘e timesTth‘e‘resona‘nt frequency‘of the" 
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low-band antenna. This antenna structure includes a 
complex of three driven elements to effect dual band op 
eration. The system necessitates quarter-wave imped 
ance matching stubs in each driven element termination 
to maintain a satisfactory impedance match on both 
high and low bands.‘ The required interconnecting har 
ness is cumbersome and critical as to adjustment‘ and‘ 
positioning with respect to the remainder of the antenna 
array. 

' Another solution to the problem of reversing the phase 
of the center half-wave current loop at the third harmonic 
operation of a low-band TV (televison) receiving dipole 
involves the insertion of a quarter-wave stub element 
shaped like a folded dipole in each half of the driven 
element of the low-band antenna. The folded dipole 
shaped stub elements connecting the main elements of the 
dipole have a‘lower “Q” than similarly used purely reac 
tive stub elements. This‘necessitates multiplication of 
driven elements to increase the antenna sensitivity. 

. Other solutions proposed have also required additional 
. elements connected to the drivenrelement or have required 
a plurality of driven elements to obtain satisfactory. 
results on ‘both low-band and high-band TV frequencies. 

' More recently, as disclosed and claimed in US. patent 
to Weiss, Re. 24,413, it has been proposed to use a novel 
phase reversing means in association with a driven dipole 
to render'it effective for both low and high-band TV 
reception. The novel phase. reversing means of the Weiss 
Patent is a parasitic (i.e., non-driven) dipole disposed in 
closely spaced parallel relationship with the driven dipole 
and being coextentive with approximately the central one 

The effect of this parasitic 
‘element vis tov reverse the phase of the current in the 
central portion of the driven dipole when it is operating 
at or near its three half-wave resonant frequency. This 
gives the driven dipole essentially a‘ two-lobe radiation 
pattern at such frequencies (as Well as at or near the 
onehalf-wave resonant frequency of the driven dipole). 
As disclosed by ‘Weiss, conventional directors and/or 
reflectors may be used in combination ‘with such an array, 
with the usual effects. ' a ‘ " 

'The principal ‘object of the present invention is to pro? 
vide a driven dipole having phase reversing means to 
render it responsive with similar directional character, 
istics in both the low and high television bands, and also 
having a parasitic array associated therewith which will 

‘ enhance the gain of the driven dipole at low-band fre 
quencies without impairingpits operation at high-band 
frequencies, and which may ‘also enhance its operation at 
high-band frequencies without impairing its operation at 
low-band frequencies. I e 

The present invention involves a driven dipole cut to 
operate as a half~wave dipole in a low frequency band 
and having means associated therewith for also giving it 
essentially a two-lobe radiation pattern at arhigher fre-' 
quency’ approximately three times the medial, low-band 

‘ frequency. This means so associated with the'driven 
dipole, for example, may be a parasitic (“non-driven”) 
dipole that is closely spaced in front of the driven‘ dipole, 
as disclosed and claimed by Weiss. In addition, the pres 
ent invention involves an appropriate other parasitic ele~ 
ment, for example, a low-band director, anda parasitic 
phase reversing element associated therewith to render 
it eifective at both the low and high-band frequencies to 
which the driven dipole with its phase reverser ,is 
responsive. . _ ‘ , 

The principal advantages of this arrangement arethat 
a low-band director, for example, may be cut to its. 
optimum length for enhancing the forward ‘gain of the. 
driven dipole in‘ its low-band range of operation} and, 
by‘einploying the phase reversing element associated with 

1 the director, the" director is apparently caused to‘function' 
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at high-band frequencies essentially as a three-element 
high-band‘ director so as to enhance the forward gain of 
the antenna array in its high-band range of operation, 
without impairing the normal operation of the array as 
a whole orof the, director in the low-band range; 
,These and other objects, features, and advantages of 

this invention will become apparent from the following 
speci?cation and claims taken together with the accom 
panying drawings, in which two illustrative prior art 
antennas and an illustrative embodiment of the invention 
are shown. 

In the drawings: . 
Figure lis a drawing of the basic half-wave dipole 

antenna to show characteristics thereof; 
. Figure Z-i's a' diagram ,of an antenna array showing 
characteristics the correction of which is accomplished 
by this invention; and 
._F,igure 3 is‘ adiagrammatic representation of an an 
tenna embodying the invention. 

‘ Referring now to Figure 1, there is shown an ele 
méntary half-wave folded dipole 101 and a re?ector 
parasitic element 102. It is well known that such an 
antenna structure, operating at its half-Wave resonant 
frequency, has an instantaneous current distribution such 
as represented by the dotted, half sine wave curve 103. 
Theinstantaneous phase direction of this current may be 
represented by arrows 104. The arrow 105 shows the 
direction in which this antenna has a maximum sensi 
tivity when used as a receiving antenna. For illustrative 
purposes, this antenna may be considered to be resonant 
at 66 mc., but not limited to operation at this frequency. 
The antenna 101 shown in Figure 2, to which refer 

once is now made, embodies a folded dipole 101 that is 
identical with that shown in Figure l, which bears the 
same reference character. As represented in Figure 2, 
at a frequency three times that at which the antenna of 
Figure l is operated, antenna 101 is a three half-wave 
dipole. The current distribution curve for a three half 
wa've dipole is shown at 201, 202, and 203., The three 
parasitic re?ector elements shown at 204 are each one 
half-wave length long at the three half-wave operating 
frequency or the exemplary 198 me. The maximum 
directions of sensitivity of an antenna such as shown in 
Figure 2 are in the directions of arrows 205, each of 
which is at an angle of 43° 01f center. Thus, for the 
three half-wave operation of the half-wave dipole 101, 
the directivity is in two directions. The dual direotivity 
is the result of the fact that the central current loop 202 
is out of phase with the outer loops 201 and 203, as 
shown by arrows 206, 207, and 208. 

In order to make this antenna more useful for tele 
vision reception at, say, 198 mc., it should be made 
sensitive only in a single direction, as shown by arrow 
105 for the 198 mc. operation of the antenna array, as 
well as for operation at 66 mc. To accomplish this it is 
necessary to provide means for inverting the phase of 
central current loop 202 so that it is in the same phase 
as loops 201 and 203. 
One example of how this may be done in accordance 

with the present invention is shown in Figure 3. The 
phase reversing elements 301a and 3011: of the invention 
are broad, generally rectangular, metal pieces dimen 
sioned for one half-wave resonance at the three half-wave 
frequency of the same driven folded dipole 101 shown in 
Figuresl and 2. The phase reversing elements 301a 
and 30111 may be mounted directly on conventional 
antenna supporting structure (not shown) or maybe 
‘insulated from it. The shape of the pieces 301a and 3011) 
may be varied for mechanical strength or wind conditions, 
and for optimum radiation properties. The phase revers 
ing element 301a may be positioned in close proximity to 
the, driven dipole 101. The phase reversing element 301!) 
may be positioned in close proximity to a low-band para 
sitic element such as a low-band director 401. Both of 
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4 
the elements 301a and 301b are centrally aligned with the 
driven dipole 101 and the director 401, as shown. 
The resultant effect of the phase reversing element 

301a on the current distribution in the driven dipole 101 
is that the central current loop 202 of Figure 2 is inverted 
as shown at 202a in Figure 3. Thus, all three current 
loops 201, 202a, and 203 in the driven element 101 are 
in phase and have a common phase direction as indicated 
by arrows 309. 

In addition to the foregoing elements, the antenna of 
Figure 3 may include a conventional re?ector 102 identi 
cal with the re?ector of Figure 1. 
As a result of this phase reversal of , the central current 

loop, an antenna array such as shown in Figure 3 has a 
directivity pattern as at 310 at its three half-wave fre 
quency. 

If the low~band director 401 were to be included in the 
antenna of Figure 3 to enhance the low-band gain, with 
out including the phase reverser 301b, -it would generally 
seriously impair the operation of the antenna on high 
band. However, in accordance with this invention, I 
have found that this effect may be avoided by also includ 
ing the phase reverser ‘301b, without in any respect 
impairing the normalgaction of the director 401 on low 
band. At the same time, inclusion ofqthe phase reverser 
301b gives it the characteristics of a three-element, col 
linear, high band director, and generally enhances the 
high-band gain compared to what would be obtained 
without either the director 401 or phase reverser 301b. 
The result is that the inclusion in the antenna of Fig 

ure 3 of both the high-band director 401 and its associ 
ated phase reverser 30112 enhances the gain of the antenna 
on low-band without any adverse effect on the high-band 
operation achieved by associating the phase reverser 30142 
with the driven dipole 101, and generally will also 
enhance the high-band gain. 
While I have herein shown and described my invention 

in what I have conceived to be the most practical and 
preferred embodiments, it is recognized that departures 
may be made therefrom within the scope of my invention, 
which is not to be limited to the details disclosed herein, 
but is to be accorded the full scope of the claims so as 
to embrace any and all equivalent structures. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An antenna comprising a driven dipole dimensioned 

for, operation as a half-wave dipole at a ?rst selected 
frequency, means associated therewithrfor giving said 
dipole essentially a two-lobe radiation pattern at a sec 
ond frequency approximately three times said ?rst fre 
quency, a. non-driven conductor dimensioned and spaced 
from said driven dipole for operation as a half-wave 
parasitic element for the driven dipole at said ?rst fre 
quency, said driven dipole and said parasitic conductor 
being disposed one in front of the other withrespect to 
a direction of maximum sensitivity of the antenna, and 
a parasitic phase‘ reversing element ,dimensioned‘for half 
wave resonance at approximately said second frequency, 
said phase reverser being disposed in closely spaced 
parallel relationship with the center portion of said non 
driven conductor. , 

2. An antenna comprising a driven folded dipole di 
mensioned for operation as a half-wave radiating ele 
ment at a ?rst selected frequency, means associated 
therewith for {giving said folded dipole essentially a two 
lobe radiation pattern at a second frequency approxi 
mately three times ‘said ?rst frequency, a non-driven 
conductor dimensioned and spaced from said folded di 
pole for operation as a half-wave parasitic element for 
the folded dipole at said ?rst frequency,,said folded di 
pole and said parasitic conductor being disposed one in 
front of the other with respect to a direction of maxi 
mum sensitivity of vthe antenna, and a parasitic phase 
reversing element ‘dimensioned for half-wave resonance 
at approximately said second frequency, said ‘phase re 
verser being disposed in closely spaced parallel relation 
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ship with the center portion of said non-driven con 
ductor. 

3. An antenna comprising a driven dipole dimensioned 
for operation as a half-wave dipole at a ?rst selected 
frequency, means associated therewith for giving said 
dipole essentially a two-lobe radiation pattern at a sec 
ond frequency approximately three times said ?rst fre 
quency, a non-driven conductor dimensioned and spaced 
from said driven dipole for operation as a half-wave 
parasitic element for the driven dipole at said ?rst fre 
quency, said driven dipole and said parasitic element 
being disposed one in front of the other with respect to 
a direction of maximum sensitivity of the antenna, and 
a parasitic phase reversing element dimensioned for half 
wave resonance at approximately said second frequency, 
said phase reverser being disposed in closely spaced 
parallel relationship with the center portion of said 
parasitic element on the opposite side thereof from the 
driven dipole. 

4. An antenna comprising a driven dipole dimensioned 
for operation as a half-wave dipole at a ?rst selected 
frequency, phase reversing means associated therewith 
for giving said dipole essentially a two-lobe radiation 
pattern at a second frequency approximately three times 
said ?rst frequency, a ?rst non-driven conductor di 
mensioned and spaced from said driven dipole for half 
wave resonance as a parasitic element for the driven 
dipole at approximately said ?rst frequency, said driven 
dipole and said non-driven conductor being disposed one 
in front of the other with respect to a direction of maxi 
mum sensitivity of the antenna, and additional phase re 
versing means for said non-driven conductor, said addi 
tional phase reversing means comprising a second non 
driven conductor dimensioned for half-wave resonance 
at approximately said second frequency and disposed in 
closely spaced parallel relationship with the center por 
tion of said ?rst non-driven conductor. 

5. An antenna comprising a driven dipole dimensioned 
for operation as a half-wave dipole at a ?rst selected 
frequency, ?rst parasitic phase reversing means asso 
ciated therewith for giving said dipole essentially a two 
lobe radiation pattern at a second frequency approxi 
mately three times said ?rst frequency and comprising 
a non-driven conductor dimensioned for half-wave res 
onance at said second frequency, a second non-driven 
conductor dimensioned and spaced from said driven di 
pole for operation as a half-wave parasitic element at 
said ?rst frequency, said driven dipole and said second 
non-driven conductor being disposed one in front of 
the other with respect to a direction of maximum sen 
sitivity of the antenna, and second parasitic phase re 
versing means for said second non-driven conductor, said 
second phase reversing means comprising a third non 
driven conductor dimensioned for half-wave resonance 
at approximately said second frequency, said third non 
driven conductor being disposed in closely spaced paral 
lel relationship with the center portion of said second 
non-driven conductor. 

6. An antenna comprising a driven dipole dimensioned 
for operation as a half-wave dipole at a ?rst selected 
frequency, means associated therewith for giving said 
dipole essentially a two-lobe radiation pattern at a sec 
ond frequency approximately three times said ?rst fre 
quency, a parasitic director dimensioned as a half-wave 
director at said ?rst frequency and disposed in directive 
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6 
relationship in front of said driven dipole, and a para 
sitic phase reversing element dimensioned for half-wave 
resonance at said second frequency, said phase reverser 
being disposed in closely spaced parallel relationship 
with the center portion of said director. 

7. An antenna comprising a driven folded dipole di 
mensioned for operation as a half-wave radiating element 
at a ?rst selected frequency, means associated therewith 
for giving said dipole essentially a two-lobe radiation 
pattern at a second frequency approximately three times 
said ?rst frequency, a parasitic director dimensioned as 
a half-wave director at said ?rst frequency and disposed 
in directive relationship in front of said driven dipole, 
and a parasitic phase reversing element dimensioned for 
half-wave resonance at said second frequency, said phase 
reverser being disposed in closely spaced parallel rela 
tionship with the center portion of said director. 

8. An antenna comprising a driven dipole dimensioned 
for operation as a half-wave dipole at a ?rst selected 
frequency, means associated therewith for giving said 
dipole essentially a two-lobe radiation pattern at a second 
frequency approximately three times said ?rst frequency, 
a parasitic conductor dimensioned as a half-wave para 
sitic element at said ?rst frequency and disposed in spaced 
directive relationship with said driven dipole, and a para~ 
sitic phase reversing element dimensioned for half—wave 
resonance at said second frequency, said phase reverser 
being disposed in closely spaced parallel relationship 
with the center portion of said director on the opposite 
side thereof from the driven dipole. 

9. An antenna comprising a driven dipole dimensioned 
for operation as a half-wave dipole at a ?rst selected fre 
quency, phase reversing means associated therewith for 
giving said dipole essentially a two-lobe radiation pat 
tern at a second frequency approximately three times said 
?rst frequency, a parasitic director dimensioned as a 
half-wave director at said ?rst frequency and disposed in 
directive relationship in front of said driven dipole, and 
a parasitic phase reversing dipole element dimensioned 
for half-wave resonance at said second frequency, said 
parasitic phase reverser being disposed in closely spaced 
parallel relationship with the center portion of said 
director. 

10. An antenna comprising a driven folded dipole 
dimensioned for operation as a half-wave dipole at a 
?rst selected frequency, a parasitic phase reversing di 
pole element associated therewith for giving said dipole 
essentially a two-lobe radiation pattern at a second fre 
quency approximately three times said ?rst frequency, 
a parasitic director dimensioned as a half-wave director 
at said ?rst frequency and disposed in directive relation 
ship in front of said driven dipole, and a second para 
sitic phase reversing dipole element dimensioned for 
half-wave resonance at said second frequency, said phase 
reverser being disposed in closely spaced parallel re 
lationship with the center portion of said director on the 
opposite side thereof from said driven dipole. 
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